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Abstract

Processing of Sub-micrometer Features for Rear
Contact Passivation Layer of Ultrathin Film Solar 
Cells Using Optical Lithography

Ronja Olsmats Baumeister, Evelina Roxner

Thin film copper, indium, gallium, selenide (CIGS) solar cells are promising in the field
of photovoltaic technology. To reduce material and fabrication cost, as well as in-
creasing electrical properties of the cell, research is ongoing towards ultra-thin film 
solar cells (absorption layer thickness less than 500 nm). Ultra-thin CIGS solar cells 
has shown a decrease in interface recombination and improved optical properties 
when adding a rear contact passivation layer of aluminium oxide.

In this work, the process of creating sub-micrometer features of a passivation layer
using conventional optical lithography is investigated. To specify, the objective was to
optimize the development conditions in the optical lithography process when fabri-
cating equidistant line contacts in aluminium oxide with 800 nm feature size. It was 
found that line contacts with smaller feature sizes require longer development time, 
than line contacts with larger feature sizes. The experiments conducted showed that 
the pre-set development and exposure conditions used by the NOA group are not 
optimized for 800 nm or smaller line contacts.

Further, for the optical lithography process, silicon substrates are not comparable
with substrates of soda lime glass coated with molybdenum. Slight underdevelopment 
of a sample, showed line contacts smaller than the resolution of the laser used in the 
exposure – suggesting an alternative method of processing small line contacts with 
optical lithography.
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Popular Science Summary

Efterfrågan på förnybar energi fortsätter att öka och framtiden för solceller ser ljus ut. Tunnfilmsolcellen
är materialsnål vilket gör den intressant ur ett hållbart, respektive ekonomiskt perspektiv. Vidare har
tunnfilmsolcellen, tack vare sin sparsamma tjocklek, hög flexibilitet vilket gör den enkel att integrera i
samhällsbyggnaden i form av exempelvis fasader på byggnader.

Forskning för att ytterligare minska tjockleken hos solceller för att skapa ultratunna solceller är intressant,
då detta skulle medföra minskade produktionskostnader och minskad materialåtgång. När solcellens
tjocklek minskar så absorberar mindre solljus, vilket leder till att solcellens verkningsgrad blir lägre.
Genom att lägga till ett passiverade lager mellan det absorberande skiktet och den bakre kontakten
hos solcellen förbättras dess effektivitet – något som är viktigt för att göra den ultratunna solcellen
konkurrenskraftig. Det passiverande lagret är av ett material som inte leder ström och därför måste det
finnas kontaktytor mellan absorberings skiktet och den bakre kontakten med jämna mellanrum. Idealt
ska det passiverande lagret täcka så stor yta som möjligt mellan det absorberande skiktet och den bakre
kontakten. Därför är det optimalt med små kontaktytor.

Passiverande lager med stor passiverad yta har tidigare framgångsrikt skapats med tidskrävande metoder
som inte är lämpade för industriell tillämpning. En alternativ och mer industri tillgänglig metod är optisk
litografi, som använder ljus för att skapa 3D mönster i tunnfilm. Ett steg i den optiska litografi processen
har optimerats för att skapa linjeformade kontaktytor i ett passiverings lager. I arbetet har linjekontakter
mindre än 800 nm framgångsrikt skapats i ett passiveringslager. I den känsliga processen har flera viktiga
skillnader hittats, som kan vara till hjälp i utvecklingen att skapa bättre passiverings lager i framtiden.
Genom att frångå optimerade villkor i processen har linjekontakter med bredden 400 nm skapats. Med
ett lämpligt avstånd mellan kontakterna skulle det innebära 80 % passiverad yta, vilket är högt för den
industrivänliga tekniken optisk litografi, och ger tekniken nya möjligheter inom användningsområdet.
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Glossary

AFM – Atomic Force Spectroscopy band gap – The gap in energy between the top of the valance

band and the bottom of the conduction band chemical passivation – Decreasing recombination at the

surface by limiting defects of dangling bonds.

DWL – Direct Laser Writer

electric field passivation – A built-in electric field that repels minority carriers so that they more

easily will reach the depletion region, resulting in decreased recombination at surface.

feature size – Width of the contact openings between the absorption layer and the rear contact.

FTM – Four Target Module, machine for sputtering of metallic films

minority carrier diffusion length — the average distant a minority carrier can travel before recom-

bination.

optical path length – The distance which light travels through a system

optical tracker – Machine used for development and spin coating photoresist.

passivated area – The area where the rear contact has no contact with the absorption layer, i.e. the

area of the non opened parts of the passivation layer.

photovoltaics technology (PV) – Technology converting light into electricity.

pitch size – The equidistant between the line contacts.

plasma asher – Machine that removes residues, e.g. photoresist with plasma

point or line contacts – Parts of a passivation layer that is opened in a point or line pattern, to enable

contact between the rear contact and the absorption layer.

rear contact passivation – Separating the rear contact and the absorption layer of a solar cell with

a thin dielectric layer, such as Al2O3 – to keep the solar cell’s ability to transport carriers to the rear

contact, the layer can be opened with point or line contacts.

RIE – Reactive Ion Etching

SEM – Scanning Electron Microscope

SLG – Soda Lime Glass

sputtering – When a target material is bombarded with energetic particles to eject material that hits

a surface which is then coated in a thin film of the target material.

support wafer – A wafer used to attach samples on when operating certain machines in the clean room.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, photovoltaics technology (PV) has been on the rise as one of the most promising renewable
energy technologies. With the sun as the energy source, PV has multiple advantages such as no pollution
under operation, working silently and with low – to no – maintenance [1]. Old solar cells can be recycled
– for thin film solar cells 95 % of the semiconductor materials and 90 % of the glass (if mounted on glass)
can be reused [2] – implying that there are no depletion of the earth’s resources.

Solar cells convert the energy of sunlight to electricity by using the photovoltaic effect. There are mainly
two types of solar cells, the first generation – crystalline-silicon (c-Si) and the second generation – thin
film solar cells. The latter uses only a fraction of the material compared to the c-Si solar cells, which
dominate the market. An important breakthrough in thin film solar cells is fabrication of ultra-thin
devices (absorption layer thickness ≤ 500 nm [3]). Such devices show promising results when using a
sub-micrometer patterned passivation layer at the rear contact of the cell [3].

1.1 Background

A large prospect for thin film solar cells is building-integrated PV. Due to thin film characteristics such as
flexibility and semi-transparency the devices can be integrated in the building envelope, such as facades,
windows or roofs. This makes building-integrated PV a promising field, since it produces electricity as
well as allowing savings in building material[1].

Thin film solar cells are today only competitive, regarding efficiency, compared to c-Si solar cells if using
copper indium gallium selenide, CIGS, technology. The scarce resources of indium, which is produced
as a by-product when processing other metals, may impact the CIGS market share negatively [4]. For
ultra-thin solar cells the thickness of the CIGS layer is thinner resulting in less material consumption
and decrease the need of indium [5]. For a thinner absorption layer, the CIGS characteristics increase
the need of good electrical properties at the rear contact surface. It has been shown that the rear contact
surface can effectively be passivated by introducing a nano-patterned dielectric layer [3][6][7][8].

The idea of introducing a patterned passivation layer in the rear contact is inherited from the c-Si solar
cell industry – where passivated emitter and rear contact cells, PERC-cells are expected to dominate the
market share of solar cells in just a few years [9]. Optimally the rear contact, the surface between the
electrode and the absorption layer, of ultra-thin film solar cells would be passivated in more than 95%
of the area. However to keep good electrical properties in the rear contact, the equidistance between the
contacts, i.e. the pitch, is limited. With that in mind, the passivated area needs to be maximized [10],
and the distance between the contacts must be optimized to maintain good electrical properties [11].

A nano-patterned point contact passivation layer for the rear contact has previously been processed
successfully using time consuming laboratory techniques, for example electron-beam lithography [5].
The alternative pattern of line contacts can be processed with the industrial friendly technique of optical
lithography [10].
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1.2 Objective

The main objective of this project is to create sub-micrometer features using the industrial friendly
technique, conventional optical lithography. In detail, the ambition is to find the optimal development
conditions in order to process sub-micrometer line contacts in an Al2O3 passivation layer for a ultra-thin
film solar cell. The final product will aim to be a equidistant line contact pattern with a feature size
of 800 nm or smaller in Al2O3 on top of soda lime glass (SLG) coated with molybdenum (Mo). An
investigation of optimal development conditions and other influential sources on the optical lithography
process will be conducted. Furthermore, the limitations of direct laser technology in terms of dimensions
and reproducibility will be explored.

Multiple experiments are to be conducted to reach the main objective, and each experiment consists of
a series of samples. A sample is a substrate coated in Al2O3 in the process of creating the passivation
layer. As each series are dependant on the results from the previous series, the report is divided into
the following sections: 2 Theory, Results and Discussion of the three series; 3 Series 1 – Comparison of
SLG/Mo and Si, 4 Series 2 – Development Conditions, and 5 Series 3 – Reproducibility and Development
Conditions. Followed by section 6 General Discussion, 7 Conclusions – divided by series, and 8 Outlook.

2 Theory

The theory is arranged to approach the underlying theory of the project in terms of: i) Thin Film
Solar Cells; how they work and the structure of a CIGS thin film solar cell, ii) the technique of optical
lithography to process a rear contact passivation layer of a ultra-thin film solar cell with focus on the
development step.

2.1 Thin Film Solar Cell

A thin film solar cell consist of a substrate, a rear contact, a pn-junction and a front contact, as shown
in figure 1a. In the case of CIGS thin film solar cells, CIGS constitute the p-doped semiconductor, and
cadmium sulfide (CdS) often the n-doped semiconductor. If the incident light has energy greater than
the band gap of the n- or p-doped material, electrons will be excited to a free state and can take part
of conduction. The hole which the electron left in the atomic structure will also be able to take part
of conduction. Holes and electrons that can take part of conduction are referred to as carriers. In an
n-doped material there are excess electrons, whereas there are excess holes in a p-doped material. The
electrons in the n-doped material, and the holes in the p-doped material are referred to as majority
carriers. The lower concentration of carriers in a doped material are called minority carriers [12][13]. For
CIGS solar cells the CdS minority carriers never reach the depletion region. Therefore, only the minority
carriers of the CIGS contribute to the photo-current.

Joining a p- and n-doped material a depletion region will be formed, i.e. holes from the p-doped material
will diffuse to the n-doped material, and electrons from the n-doped material will diffuse to the p-doped
material – exposing an ion core creating an electric field [14][15]. When the energy of the incident photons
are absorbed by the pn-junction, electron-hole pairs are generated. Minority carriers will subsequently
drift across the depletion region, and if there is a load connected to the electrodes, the front and rear
contacts, of the device – output power can be extracted [12].

There are multiple phenomenons which result in decreased efficiency of a solar cell. The average length
a carrier can travel before recombining, i.e. getting lost in the material, is called carrier diffusion length.
This distance varies depending on material, and is a key semiconductor characteristic for PV technology
[11]. When recombination occurs the energy which was needed for the electron to be set in free state
is released as light or heat, and the electron-hole pair can no longer take part of conduction [12]. The
diffusion length of a minority carrier is sensitive to impurities and intrinsic defects within the material.
Due to the surface defects the recombination rate of interfaces is large [16].
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When decreasing the thickness of the absorption layer the bulk recombination, the recombination which
occur in the absorption layer, decreases. Anyhow, with decreased thickness, the optical path length
decreases, and consequently the likelihood of the incident photons being absorbed decreases [5]. The
average optical path needed for the absorption layer to absorb all the light, the light’s diffusion length, is
for CIGS between 1.5 and 2 µm. Thus 1.5-2 µm would be the optimal thickness of the absorption layer.
Anyhow the optical path of the light can be increased by increasing the reflectivity of the rear contact
surface. Consequently, the light which is not absorbed when reaching the rear contact is reflected back,
resulting in a thinner optimal thickness of the CIGS for the same optical path [9].

By adding a rear contact passivation layer with sub-micrometer line contacts, as illustrated in figure 1b,
the electrical properties can be enhanced. Line contacts are characterized by feature- and pitch size.
The feature size is the width of the line contact’s opening between the absorption layer and the rear
contact, whereas the pitch size is the equidistance between the line contacts. Ideally the passivation
layer will result in a built-in electric field and a chemical passivation in the rear contact, meaning that
recombination of minority carriers at the CIGS rear interface will decrease. The electric field will make
the minority carriers diffuse to the depletion region, and the chemical passivation will limit the defects in
the rear contact as the contact surface between CIGS and Mo is decreased. Furthermore, the passivation
layer will increase the optical length path, due to the thickness and reflective index of the passivation
layer resulting in increased reflectivity. Hence, increases the probability of a photon being absorbed since
the optical length path is greater, resulting in more electron-hole pairs being generated [5].

Substrate

Rear Contact

p-type

n-type

Front Contact

(a) A regular CIGS thin film solar cell consisting of a
substrate (SLG), rear contact (Mo), p-type (CIGS),
n-type (CdS), and a front contact.

Passivation Layer
Passivation Layer

(b) A CIGS ultra-thin film solar cell with passivation
layer consisting of a substrate (SLG), rear contact
(Mo), passivation layer (Al2O3), p-type (CIGS), n-
type (CdS), and a front contact.

Figure 1: A regular CIGS thin film solar cells, and a CIGS ultra-thin film solar cell with passivation
layer.

2.2 Optical Lithography

Optical lithography is a technique used to create 3D sub-micrometer structures in thin films, which can
be used when patterning a rear contact passivation layer. The optical lithography process consists of the
sequence; preparing the substrate, deposit of thin film, cover with photoresist, exposure, development,
etching and resist strip – as shown in figure 2. When preparing a substrate one commences by removing
any organic- or inorganic material contaminating the substrate, using solvents as acetone respectively
2-isopropanol. Afterwards, the thin film – which is to be pattered – is deposited on the substrate with
sputtering. Sputtering refers to bombarding a target material with high energy plasma particles resulting
in particles from the target material being ejected, sputtered, forming a uniform film on the substrate.
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4) Development 5) Etching 6) Resist strip

3) Exposure2) Spin coating1) Sputtering

Light

Figure 2: Sequence of process for creating a passivation layer line contacts with optical lithography; 1)
sputtering of thin film, 2) spin coating of positive photoresist, 3) exposure, 4) development, 5) etching,
and 6) resist strip.

In the third step, the sample is coated with photoresist. Photoresist is a photosensitive polymer that re-
acts to exposure of radiation, e.g. UV-light, and the polymer will either weaken or harden. A photoresist
which weakens from the exposure of UV-light is referred to as a positive photoresist, whereas a photoresist
which hardens from the exposure is called a negative photoresist. Photoresist can be applied uniformly
and well-controlled on a sample using the spin coating process. Spin coating refers to photoresist being
poured on a sample which is spun in high speed. By varying the angular velocity and time of spin coating,
different photoresist thicknesses can be achieved. In order to increase the adhesion of photoresist to the
sample one can do a hexamethyldisilazane (HDMS) vapor prime before spin coating, which will result in
decreased polarity of the sample, and is of importance since the photoresist is hydrophobic. Furthermore,
if the surface being spin-coated is rough, the adhesion will be greater between the photoresist and the
sample. Exposing positive photoresist to UV-light in a desired pattern, the exposed areas will weaken
and can be removed with a developer through development, uncovering the pattern on the sample. The
exposure can be done using laser instead of UV-light which enables pattering according to a mask design
created in a software for 2D drawings, e.g. a CAD software, instead of having a physical mask between
UV-light and the photoresist coated sample. This is advantageous when the number of samples, with
the same design, to be produced are low since the fabrication of a physical mask is time consuming
and costly. For large-scale production, UV-light exposure with a physical mask is favorable since it is
exposing the entire sample at once, compared to laser writing – which exposes the sample bit by bit.
After development – to transfer the pattern in the photoresist to the thin film – etching is used. There
are two main types of etching, dry- and wet etching. Reactive Ion Etching is a commonly used dry etch
technique, where chemical reactive plasma is used to remove material. The high energy ions from the
plasma attacks and reacts with the surface. Different materials have different etch rates which must be
considered to decide the appropriate etch time. The depth of the desired etch must be considered when
deciding the photoresist thickness, since the photoresist is etched as well during etching. One aims for
vertical etching, anyhow this is not feasible in reality. Finally one strips the remaining photoresist of the
sample, using a solvent that will solve the photoresist – for certain types of photoresist acetone is used.
This process is called resist strip, and the pattering is completed [17][18].
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2.2.1 Development

A developer is a fluid that solves the weakened photoresist in order to remove it from the sample. Hence,
the desired pattern is uncovered and the photoresist will function as a mask in upcoming processes. This
step of the optical lithographic process is referred to as development. The developer is chosen based on
the photoresist. Typically positive resist are developed in aqueous alkaline solutions such as potassium
hydroxide (KOH) [18].

There are multiple techniques to develop a sample, one is puddle development. Puddle development is
when the developer is poured on a slowly spinning sample which then stops to let the developer chemically
solve the weakened photoresist – this step can be repeated multiple times. The sample proceeds to be
rinsed and dried while being spun [17]. Another development method is swing, this technique is more
aggressive towards the resist than puddle development. New developer is continuously poured or sprayed
onto the sample while it is being spun in high velocity, allowing the resist to constantly be targeted by
fresh developer [18]. If a sample is not properly developed, two common reasons is either over- or
underdevelopment. Overdevelopment means the sample has been developed for too long, resulting in
non-exposed photoresist being solved by the developer – giving larger feature sizes than desired in the
patterned photoresist. Underdevelopment implies that the exposed and weakened photoresist has not
completely been solved and removed from the sample. Overdevelopment will influence the final result
by uncovering too large areas for the etching process, and therefore larger feature sizes than desired will
be etched. The remaining of weakened photoresist of underdeveloped samples will lead to an uneven
opened photoresist mask. Accordingly, it will not be etch in favor of the desired pattern, and the final
result will have unevenly opened contacts [19].

In this report, development time refers to recipes of Suss Optical Resist Track at INL. The recipes used
will be referred to in seconds and all recipes can be found in the Runsheets, Appendix A.

2.3 Characterization

To inspect the results multiple methods and tools can be used. The most important tools used to review
results for this project is; i) optical microscope; ii) scanning electron microscope (SEM) and; iii) atomic
force microscope (AFM).

The optical microscope uses visible light, and a system of lenses to create a magnification up to 1000
times. The model Nikon Eclipse L200N, that has been used for characterization provides magnification
of 10x, 50x, 200x, 500x and 1000x. The optical microscope’s resolution is limited by half the wavelength
of the incident light, ∼200 nm [20]. Shadows in optical microscope images of this report are defects of
the lens of the microscope used for characterization.

Instead of light, SEM uses a beam of electrons to scan over a sample, and creating an image. Since the
wavelength of electrons – with an acceleration energy on the order of magnitude kV – is smaller than the
wavelength of visible light, it is possible to resolve smaller details than the optical microscope. When
the electrons from the beam interact with the atoms of the sample, signals are produced. The signals
created are secondary electrons, back scattered electrons, and characteristic X-rays. The surface can
then be mapped as the signals, collected by a detector, contain information about the sample’s surface
and composition.

AFM can be used to map the surface of a sample. AFM is a refined technique of scanning tunneling
microscope (STM), which is a technique limited to mapping conducting or semi-conducting materials.
AFM (and STM), works by letting a very small tip scan over the surface. A SEM image of the tip used
in this report, which is 10-15 nm wide at the point of the tip, is included in Appendix C. One method
of mapping the surface using AFM is to let the tip constantly tap when scanning the surface, so called
tap-mode – this way the tip will not damage the surface of the sample and not get stuck at irregularities
of the surface. The small tip is attached to a cantilever that is sensitive to the atomic forces (quantum
mechanic effect of tunneling for STM) that works on the tip. When the tip is near the surface it is
attracted to the sample and the cantilever deflects. The deflection of the cantilever can be measured by
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shining a laser beam on the cantilever, that will reflect to a position sensor – determining the cantilevers
position and in extension mapping the surface [21].

2.4 Experimental Setup

SLG/Mo substrates were marked with a diamond pen and cleaved by hand to the size 25x25 mm. The
samples were cleaned in an ultra sonic bath in the following sequence; 10 minutes in acetone, 10 minutes
in 2-isopropanol, 5 minutes in water, and thereafter blown with nitrogen, N2. The samples were taped
on a support wafer and 25 nm of Al2O3 was deposited on SLG/Mo with the sputtering tool, Four Target
Module (FTM). Then, the samples were HDMS vapor primed in 150° and spin-coated in the optical
tracker with 1035 nm of photoresist AZ1505. A mask design with multiple arrays of line contacts with
different feature- and pitch sizes – according to figure 3, created in software AutoCAD 2018 – was used
to expose the samples in the Direct Write laser (DWL). The minimum reproducible feature size in the
DWL is 700 nm, anyhow attempts of feature sizes of 600 nm were investigated. The exposed samples
were developed in room temperature with AZ400K. Samples were glued and taped to support wafers and
openings in Al2O3 were etched with reactive ion etching (RIE). Remaining photoresist on the samples
was removed in ultrasonic bath with acetone and finally, to ensure a complete removal of photoresist,
the samples were put in the Plasma Asher in low temperature where an oxygen plasma removes residues
of organic material.

The above mentioned process of creating line contacts using optical lithography is described in short in
table 1. The etch rates considered in the experiments are observed in table 2. All experiment setups are
described in detail in runsheets in Appendix A.

Table 1: Steps to create a passivation layer of Al2O3 using optical lithography.

Step Description

1 Cutting 25x25 mm SLG/Mo samples
2 Cleaning with acetone, 2-isopropanol and water in ultrasonic bath
3 25 nm Al2O3 deposition by sputtering
4 Vapor priming with HDMS
5 Cover with AZ1505 using spin coating
6 Weaken photoresist through exposure according to mask design
7 Development with AZ400K
8 Create openings to the Mo by RIE
9 Resist strip with acetone in ultrasonic bath and proceeded with Plasma Asher

Table 2: Etch rates for the photoresist AZ1505, Al2O3 on top of Mo, and Mo.

Etched Material Etch Rate

AZ1505 152 nm/min
Al2O3/Mo 171.4 nm/min
Mo 53.1 nm/min

The mask designs used for exposure in the experiments for 25x25 mm samples are to be observed in figure
3. The mask design constitutes of fields with arrays of equidistant line contacts with varying feature-,
and pitch sizes.
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Figure 3: Mask designs used for exposure in DWL in experiments; (a) 2.4.1 Series 1 – Comparison of
SLG/Mo and Si (b) 2.4.2 experiment Series 2 – Development Conditions (c) 2.4.3 Series 3 – Reproducibil-
ity Test and Development Conditions. Field numbers are given next to field. The number at the top
of each field represents the exposed feature size of the line contacts, whereas the number at the bottom
represents the exposed pitch size of the line contacts.

2.4.1 Series 1 – Comparison of SLG/Mo and Si

This series contained six Si substrates (A1, A2, A3 and B1, B2, B3) and two SLG/Mo substrates (C1
and D1). All samples were processed as described in table 1, except: i) B1, B2, B3 and D1 were spin-
coated with 600 nm photoresist; ii) the mask design used for the exposure was 3a; iii) all samples were
developed according to the present pre-set conditions for the DWL for respectively photoresist thickness,
see Appendix B; iv) the samples were etched for 45 s; v) only A3, B3, C1, D1 were resist stripped, based
on optical microscope analysis, see Appendix D.

2.4.2 Series 2 – Development Conditions

This series contained six SLG/Mo substrates (A, C, D, E, F). They were all processed as described in
table 1, except: i) the mask design used for the exposure was 3b; ii) the samples were developed for 15 s
seven times (15 s + 15 s + ... = 105 s), 60 s, 90 s, 150 s respectively 240 s; iii) the samples were etched
for 20 s based on table 2, and previous results.

2.4.3 Series 3 – Reproducibility Test and Development Conditions

This series contained four SLG/Mo substrates (A, B, C, D). They were all processed as described in
table 1, except: i) the mask design used for the exposure was 3c; ii) the samples were developed for 60 s,
90 s, 45 s respectively 150 s; iii) the samples were etched for 30 s based on table 2, and previous results.
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3 Series 1 – Comparison of SLG/Mo and Si

3.1 Results

The objective of this experiment was to find out if there is an experimental difference between substrates
of silicon (Si) and SLG/Mo in terms of optical lithography. The experiment was designed to investigate
two different photoresist thicknesses – 1035 nm and 600 nm – on both Si and SLG/Mo, and to study the
pre-set conditions for the DWL, see Appendix B. Furthermore, the relative reflectance of SLG/Mo and
Si substrates for wavelengths between 380-740 nm were examined.

Sample A3, a Si sample with 1035 nm of photoresist, is shown in figure 4a after development, and after
resist strip in figure 4b. After development the optical microscope image shows that not all weakened
resist is removed, hence the different colors of the line pattern. Further, after resist strip, the line contacts
are not opened and additionally have too large feature size with blurry and uneven edges. Same applies
for sample C1, a SLG/Mo sample with 1035 nm of photoresist, shown after development in figure 5a,
and after resist strip in figure 5b.

(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification,
after development.

(b) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification,
after resist strip.

Figure 4: Optical microscope images of sample A3 after development, and after resist strip –
Si/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 1 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Optical lithographic
process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.
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(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification,
after development.

(b) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification,
after resist strip.

Figure 5: Optical microscope images of sample C1 after development, and after resist strip –
SLG/MO/Al2O3/1035nm photoresist, field 1 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Optical litho-
graphic process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

Figure 5b and figure 6a visualizes the difference in the resulting line contacts of different photoresist
thickness, 1035 nm respectively 600 nm on SLG/Mo, each exposed and developed according to the pre-
set conditions for the DWL, see Appendix B. The line contacts of the sample with 1035 nm photoresist
layer are not opened in a consistent way, see figure 5b, whereas the line contacts are evenly opened for
600 nm photoresist layer, see 6a.

For sample B3, a Si sample with 600 nm of photoresist – blurry and uneven edges appear as commented
on figure 4b after resist strip. The difference between B3 and A3 is that for B3 the line contacts are
opened after development, while they are still covered with Al2O3 for A3, see Appendix D.

The profile of a 5 µm AFM measurement of sample D1, field 1 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm,
shows an accurate feature size with some side walls, which is shown in the AFM profile in figure 6b. The
depth of the contacts are ∼57 nm, all while the Al2O3 layer is 25 nm thick, indicating over etching into
the Mo with 30 nm.

(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification,
after resist strip.

(b) AFM profile of figure 45, after resist strip.

Figure 6: Optical microscope image and AFM profile of sample D1 after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/600nm photoresist, field 1 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Optical lithographic
process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.
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3.2 Discussion

After etching, blurry features were observed on all the Si samples for both 1035 nm and 600 nm photoresist
layer. Nevertheless, the blurry lines were not observed on the SLG/Mo samples after etching. The Al2O3

is mostly transparent to light, and Si has higher reflectance than SLG/Mo (for light with wavelength
405 nm, as used in the DWL), as shown in figure 36 in Appendix D.1. The blurry lines could therefore
be the result of overexposure, since they were identified for all Si samples, see Appendix D, although no
SLG/Mo samples.

Si and SLG/Mo samples with 1035 nm photoresist layer cannot be compared in a reliable way, since
no consistent openings in the passivation layer are observed after resist strip as shown in figure 4b
respectively figure 5b. As there is still resist left in the line pattern after development, which can be seen
in figure 4a respectively figure 5a, it suggests underdevelopment. In other words, development conditions
are not optimized for a 1035 nm photoresist layer.

The deviations from the exposed line contacts are of importance to study when analyzing a passivation
layer. Since the fields of the sample have varying feature, and pitch sizes it is relevant to observe the
absolute deviation and not the percentage deviation. Anyhow, it is only of interest to study the deviation
of feature size since the pitch sizes of all samples, where line contacts appear, conform with the desired
pitch size. Figure 7 is visualizing the absolute deviation from the desired feature size of line contacts for
different fields on sample D1, SLG/Mo/Al2O3/600 nm photoresist, and sample B3, Si/Al2O3/600 nm
photoresist, after resist strip. Average absolute deviation from the exposed line contact feature size is
observed to be around 0.5 µm for sample B3 and 0.22 µm for sample D1. The measurements deviate
less than 0.11 µm from the average deviation for all fields except for the field 1.6 µm feature size and 4
µm pitch on Si sample B3. In other words the Si sample systematically deviates more from the desired
feature size than the SLG/Mo sample.
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Deviation from desired feature size after resiststrip

Deviation Mo, D1
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Figure 7: Deviation from desired line contact feature size for fields on SLG/Mo/Al2O3/600nm photoresist
sample, D1, and Si/Al2O3/600nm photoresist sample, B3, after resist strip. Optical lithographic process
as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

Furthermore, based on figure 6b – when using 600 nm photoresist on SLG/Mo/Al2O3 – line contacts
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with less than 800 nm feature size are observed. Features that can be created with thinner photoresist
are possible to realize when using a thicker photoresist layer. Nevertheless, not the way around because
of the etch rate of the photoresist. For greater desired depth of features longer etch time is needed,
implying a thicker photoresist layer is required. As the conditions for SLG/Mo samples with 600 nm
photoresist thickness are performing well – in terms of line contact openings and size – it would be of
interest to optimize the process for 1035 nm photoresist. By studying the impact of different development
times, more optimized development conditions can be found. Furthermore, differences between SLG/Mo
and Si substrates appear to be considerable, and consequently further experiments should preferably be
conducted on SLG/Mo.

This series were over etched as observed in figure 6b, where the depth of the line contact measures ∼57
nm. over etching is not desirable, since the etch is not vertical, resulting in too large feature sizes if
etched for too long. Consequently, the etch time should be shorter in further experiments.

4 Series 2 – Development Conditions

4.1 Results

The objective of this experiment was to investigate the results of varying development conditions for
SLG/Mo samples when using 1035 nm photoresist. Considering the conclusions of series 1 3.1, where
line contacts with feature size 800 nm on the SLG/Mo samples were achieved when using 600 nm
photoresist, focus was to optimize the process on SLG/Mo for 1035 nm photoresist.

Optical microscope image, see figure 8a, SEM image, see figure 8b, and AFM image, see figure 9 display
the line contacts for desired feature size 800 nm and pitch size 2 µm on SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm
photoresist sample C after resist strip. Measurements based on SEM image measures 836 nm, optical
microscope measures ∼830 nm, and AFM image measures ∼460 nm feature size.

(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification,
after resist strip.

(b) SEM image after resist strip.

Figure 8: Optical Microscope, and SEM image of sample C after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm
photoresist, field 6 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 60 s. Optical lithographic
process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.
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(a) AFM profile of the line shown in figure 47, with
an averaging of the closest 30 points along the line.

(b) AFM 3D image of figure 47.

Figure 9: AFM profile 3D and image with measurements of sample C after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 1 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 45
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.

SEM image, see figure 11b, and AFM images, see figure 10, display the line contacts for desired feature
size 800 nm and pitch size 2 µm on SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist sample F after resist strip.
Images from sample F, taken with the optical microscope, after resist strip are shown in figure 11a and
12. Field 6 (desired feature size 800 nm line with pitch 2 µm), see figure 11a, measures a feature size
of 1150 nm in the optical microscope, deviating with > 300 nm from the desired feature size. Field 7
(desired feature size 600 nm with pitch size 2 µm), see figure 12, measures a feature size of ∼740 nm in
optical microscope.

(a) AFM profile of the line shown in figure 48, with
an averaging of the closest 30 points along the line,
after resist strip.

(b) AFM 3D image of figure 48, after resist strip.

Figure 10: AFM profile and 3D image with measurements of sample F after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 1 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 150
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.
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(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification,
after resist strip.

(b) SEM image, after resist strip.

Figure 11: Optical microscope image and SEM profile of sample F after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 1 and field 6 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Devel-
oped for 150 s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions
of DWL, see Appendix B.

Figure 12: Optical microscope image of sample F after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist,
field 7 – 600 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 150 s. Optical lithographic process, except
development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

Images of field 7 (desired feature size 600 nm and pitch size 2 µm) with line contacts from sample C taken
with the optical microscope are shown in figure 13. In figure 13a, an image taken after development,
stains and an uneven color in the line contact pattern can be observed indicating that the sample has
been underdeveloped. In figure 13b, taken after resist strip, no pattern of line contacts remains. Hence
the etch has not reached the Al2O3 due to remaining resist in the line pattern.
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(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification,
after development.

(b) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification,
after resist strip

Figure 13: Optical microscope image of sample C after development, and after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 7 – 600 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 60
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.

Sample A were developed for 15 s seven times, and inspected in the optical microscope after each time.
After 15 s development three times, a total of 45 s, figure 14b shows remaining photoresist in the lines,
and figure 14a displays uneven colors of the fields. After 15 s additional development, i.e. a total of 60
s development time, figure 15 still show uneven colors of fields as well as photoresist remaining in the
lines. The results from sample A will be further discussed in 5.2 Series 3 – Reproducibility Test and
Development Conditions.

(a) Optical microscope image, 50x magnification af-
ter development, of fields 1, 2, 4 and 5 from top left
to bottom right.

(b) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after development, field 2 – 800 nm line contacts
with pitch 2 µm.

Figure 14: Optical microscope image of sample A after 15 s + 15 s + 15 s development time –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist. A total development time of 45 s. Optical lithographic process,
except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.
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(a) Optical microscope image, 50x magnification af-
ter development, of fields 1, 2, 4 and 5 from top left
to bottom right.

(b) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after development, field 2 – 800 nm line contacts
with pitch 2 µm.

Figure 15: Optical microscope images of sample A after 15 s + 15 s + 15 s + 15 s development time –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist. A total development time of 60 s. Optical lithographic process,
except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

4.2 Discussion

Line contacts with a feature size of 800 nm or smaller are observed when developing SLG/Mo/Al2O3

samples with 1035 nm photoresist for 60 s, which can be seen in figure 8b and figure 9 – where 800 nm
was the desired feature size with pitch 2 µm. Sample C is developed for 60 s while sample F is developed
for 150 s and otherwise follows the same lithographic process. Therefore, since F has line contacts with
larger feature size than desired, shown in figure 11 and 10, overdevelopment is suggested for the 800 nm
line pattern with pitch 2 µm. For line contacts with desired feature sizes of 600 nm and pitch 2 µm on
SLG/Mo, the remaining photoresist on sample C after 60 s development, which is seen in figure 13a –
results in non consistent line contacts after resist strip, see figure 13b. The same trend is observed for
600 nm line contacts and pitch 2 µm on sample D, developed for 90 s, shown in figure 37 in Appendix
E. Nonetheless, sample F developed for 150 s, has uniform line contacts for fields with desired feature
size of 600 nm and pitch 2 µm after resist strip, see figure 12, implying that line contacts with smaller
feature size require longer development time. Further underlined by the performance of line contacts
with feature size 700 nm and pitch size 2 µm, see figure 39 and figure 38 in Appendix E. The interval
of development time for well defined lines after resist strip – without consideration for overdevelopment
– is presented in table 3, based on optical microscope images, see Appendix E.1. It is visualized in the
table that for well defined line contacts, smaller feature sizes needs longer development time than larger
feature sizes. Further, the intervals suggest what the limit of underdevelopment is for respective feature
size. Due to overdevelopment resulting in larger feature sizes than exposed, it is desired to develop a
sample close to the limit of underdevelopment.

Feature size [nm] Pitch size [µm] Development Time [s]

600 2 150-240
700 2 90-240
800 2 60-240
800 4 60-240

Table 3: Interval of development time for well defined line contacts after resist strip for a given feature-,
and pitch size. Data are based on optical microscope images from Appendix E.1. The intervals are based
on the specific development times used in this series.

under etching implies not having consistent openings in the dielectric. In order to be certain that the
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line contacts have been etched through the dielectric – some over etching is desired. As the thickness of
the Al2O3 is 25 nm and the measured depth of the line contacts is ∼25 nm, see figure 9a and figure 10a,
it is desired to increase the etch time in further experiments.

5 Series 3 – Reproducibility Test and Development Conditions

5.1 Results

The objective of this experiment was to further investigate how the development conditions impact of the
results, and how to optimize these conditions. Additionally, to test reproducibility of previous results.

As it is seen in previous series – uneven colors and resist pattern seen after development by inspection
in the optical microscope, results in irregularities and variations after resist strip. In figure 16a, field 3
(700 nm lines and 2 µm pitch) from sample A – developed for 60 s – uneven colors and resist pattern are
displayed after development. Alongside, in figure 16b, the same field is shown after resist strip, showing
large variations in the line pattern. For samples developed with even resist pattern, as seen by the optical
microscope, results show homogeneous line contacts after resist strip. This is displayed in figure 17 –
however, the feature size of the line contacts are too large.

(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after development, shows uneven colors on the sam-
ple.

(b) Optical microscope image, 500x magnification
after resist strip, shows irregularities in the line pat-
tern.

Figure 16: Optical microscope image of sample A after development, and after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 3 – 700 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 60
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.
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(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after development, well defined lines and no change
of color in the lines.

(b) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after resist strip, show homogeneous line pattern.

Figure 17: Optical microscope image of sample D after development, and after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 5 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 4 µm. Developed for 150
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.

The optical microscope inspection showed similar visual results after development for sample C, developed
for 45 s, and for sample A, developed for 60 s. This is visualized in figure 19 respectively figure 20. For
the 60 s developed sample the results after resist strip, shown in figure 18, indicates uniform line contacts
with a size of ∼800 nm. Further in sample C, line contacts smaller than exposed were open for field
2 and 5, 800 nm with 2 µm respectively 4 µm pitch, displayed in figure 21b and 22a. The lines in the
resist pattern of optical microscope image in figure 21a taken after development are more open than
after resist strip as seen in figure 21b. The line contacts in respective field were measured in the optical
microscope at multiple locations to vary between 480 - 570 nm respectively 510 - 660 nm. Additionally,
a SEM image of field 2, sample C is shown in figure 22b, showing a cross section of the sample – here
the line contacts are the bright lines – where the line contact in the image measures below 600 nm.

Figure 18: Optical microscope image with 1000x magnification of sample A after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 2 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 60
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.
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(a) Optical microscope image, 50x magnification af-
ter development, of fields 1, 2, 4 and 5 from top left
to bottom right.

(b) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after development, of field 2 – 800 nm line contacts
with pitch 2 µm.

Figure 19: Optical microscope images of sample C after development – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm pho-
toresist. Developed for 45 s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in
pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

(a) Optical microscope image, 50x magnification
after development, of fields 1, 2, 4 and 5 from top
left to bottom right.

(b) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after resist strip, of field 2 – 800 nm line contacts
with pitch 2 µm.

Figure 20: Optical microscope images of sample A after development – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm pho-
toresist. Developed for 60 s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in
pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.
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(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after development.

(b) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after resist strip.

Figure 21: Optical microscope image of sample C after development, and after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 5 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 4 µm. Developed for 45
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.

(a) Optical microscope image, 1000x magnification
after resist strip.

(b) SEM image after resist strip.

Figure 22: Optical microscope and SEM image of sample C after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm
photoresist, field 5 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 4 µm. Developed for 45 s. Optical lithographic
process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

Field 2 of sample C has an uniform line contact pattern after resist strip, see figure 23a, 23c, and 23b.
The only exception is found locally at the bottom right edge of the field, see figure 23d, where the line
contact pattern show an irregularity. Field 5 of the same sample indicate larger irregularities as shown
in figure 24, but overall indicates a uniform field, supported by figure 44 in Appendix F.
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(a) Middle right of the field with 20x magnification. (b) Middle of field with 20x magnification.

(c) Middle right of the field with 20x magnification. (d) Bottom right, local irregularity with 500x mag-
nification.

Figure 23: Optical microscope image of sample C after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photore-
sist, field 2 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 45 s. Optical lithographic process,
except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

Figure 24: Optical microscope image with 500x magnification of sample C after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 5 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 4 µm. Developed for 45
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.

Two AFM measurements were conducted for field 2 and 5 of sample C, see figure 25, 26 and figure 27,
28. They respectively show some inconsistency concerning the measured size of the line contacts, since
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the second images for both fields, measures smaller feature size. Figure 26 measures the smallest line
contacts produced for this project, 330 nm at the bottom of lines and 530 nm at the surface. Figure 28
measures the second smallest line contacts measured for this project, 340 nm at the bottom of lines and
570 nm at the surface – both bottom and surface measurement with some variation.

(a) AFM profile of the line shown in figure 50, with
an averaging of the closest 30 points along the line.

(b) AFM 3D image of figure 50.

Figure 25: First AFM profile and 3D image with of sample C after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035
nm photoresist, field 5 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 4 µm. Developed for 45 s. Optical lithographic
process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

(a) AFM profile of the line shown in figure 51, with
an averaging of the closest 30 points along the line.

(b) AFM 3D image of figure 51.

Figure 26: Second AFM profile and 3D image of sample C after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm
photoresist, field 5 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 4 µm. Developed for 45 s. Optical lithographic
process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.
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(a) AFM profile of the line shown in figure 52, with
an averaging of the closest 30 points along the line.

(b) AFM 3D image of figure 52.

Figure 27: First AFM profile and 3D image of sample C after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm
photoresist, field 2 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 45 s. Optical lithographic
process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

(a) AFM profile of the line shown in figure 53, with
an averaging of the closest 30 points along the line.

(b) AFM 3D image of figure 53.

Figure 28: Second AFM profile and 3D image with measurements of sample C after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 2 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 45
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.

Sample A, B and D corresponds to the same lithographic process as sample C, D and F from 4 Series 2
– Development Conditions. Field 2, 800 nm line contacts and pitch 2 µm, of sample A after resist strip,
developed for 60 s, is seen in AFM images in figure 29, and optical microscope image in figure 30. Both
AFM measurements and optical microscope images show consistency of the line width if measured at the
surface of the passivation layer. On the other hand, when compared to sample C from series 2, developed
for 60 s, figure 30, and 8a do not show the same result for the size of the line contacts as sample A from
series 3.
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(a) AFM profile of the line shown in figure 49, with
an averaging of the closest 30 points along the line.

(b) AFM 3D image of figure 49.

Figure 29: AFM profile and 3D image with measurements of sample A after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 2 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 60
s. Optical lithographic process, except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see
Appendix B.

Figure 30: Optical microscope image of sample A after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photore-
sist, field 2 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Developed for 60 s. Optical lithographic process,
except development time, as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

5.2 Discussion

When a sample is underdeveloped the resulting line pattern can be irregular – with areas without
contacts as well as variation in size of the line contacts – as depicted in figure 16, resulting in decreased
reproducibility of results. Hence comparisons between underdeveloped samples will be less accurate than
comparisons between proper developed samples, as suggested in figure 17, where a uniform line pattern
is shown.

The difference after development between sample C, 45 s development and sample A, 60 s development
is small when inspecting images from the optical microscope, see figure 19 and 20. Both samples have
uneven color of fields, hence suggestions of underdevelopment. Anyhow, certain fields after development
of sample C – such as field 2 in figure 19b and field 5 in figure 21a (both a feature size of 800 nm and pitch
4 µm) – do not show any typical signs of underdevelopment. However, the result after etching show line
contacts well below 700 nm – even though 800 nm lines were exposed – as shown in AFM measurements,
see figure 27 and 28, as well as optical microscope image, see figure 22a. A possible explanation of how
these line contacts, with feature size smaller than the exposed lines, are created is underdevelopment.
By underdeveloping a sample such that photoresist still remains in the edges of the lines, this photoresist
will be etched before etching the Al2O3 – resulting in thinner line contacts than exposed. A SEM image,
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figure 22b, of the cross section of sample C – field 2, suggest that the edges of the line contacts have
been covered by photoresist, since the line contacts have been etched in a curved shape. Although SEM
images are less accurate than AFM images in terms of measurements – due to the 2D mapping of the
tilted sample, as well as electron charge later discussed in 6.1 – measurements in the SEM image, done
parallel to the SLG, also indicates that the line contacts are less than 700 nm. Furthermore, the SEM
image provides a reliable observation of the shape of the contacts.

Images in the optical microscope of field 2, sample C, supports a uniform line pattern with small variations
as seen in figure 23. However, AFM measurements of two different areas of the sample indicates some
variations in size of the line contacts, as seen in figure 27 and 28. Considering that an AFM measurement
only scans a surface of 10x10 µm at the time, the optical microscope is preferable when analyzing
irregularities and differences in the fields. Anyhow, the feature size, both at top and bottom, of the line
contacts are well under 700 nm for both AFM and SEM measurements. The line contacts measured in
the second AFM image’s profile, in figure 28, are less than 400 nm wide. However, if it is an accurate
measurement it could be due to a local fluctuation of the field. The accuracy of measurements of this scale
in the AFM is discussed in 6.1 Characterization Methods. Further, the lines are not entirely straight and
width varies locally along the lines, indicating that the edges have been unevenly covered with photoresist
before etching, suggesting slight underdevelopment. The results – as above discussed – suggest slight
underdevelopment as a strategy to process smaller lines than exposed. Nonetheless, it is challenging to
detect slight underdevelopment in the optical microscope, as previous discussed concerning figure 19 and
20. Other explanations for generating such small line contacts have not been investigated.

The smallest observed lines overall, measured by the AFM in sample C, field 5 (800 nm line contacts
with pitch 4 µm) can be seen in figure 26. The line contacts where measured from the AFM data to
be ∼300 nm, which are well below the 700 nm limit of the DWL and have possibly been produced by
slight underdevelopment. Another AFM measurement of this field show larger lines, but still below 700
nm, shown in figure 25. Reproducibility of these results have not been investigated, irregularities of the
field are displayed in figure 24 and suggests that reproducibility can be challenging. Anyhow, most of
the sample show a uniform pattern, see appendix F, figure 44.

To compare repeated development, such as sample A from series 2, with continuous development, it is
of relevance to study the recipes in more detail. A comparison between the recipes for 15 s, 45 s and
60 s development time are described in the table 4 in Appendix F. Sample A from series 2, shown after
15 s development repeated three times in figure 14, can be compared with with sample C from series
3, developed for 45 s continuously. It is seen that the repeated development is more underdeveloped
than the continuous development, suggesting continuous development is preferable when developing sub-
micrometer feature sizes. Moreover it is of interest to compare the 45 s developed sample with the 60
s sample, since the 45 s development uses one puddle for 45 s, while the 60 s development uses two
repeated 30 s puddles, i.e. adds new developer after 30 s. As discussed previously – there are not any
major differences after development between the sample C, developed for 45 s, and sample A, developed
for 60 s, for the 800 nm feature size field. However, after resist strip the 45 s developed sample results in
smaller lines than exposed 800 nm, while the 60 s developed sample, in the same field, results in ∼800
nm line contacts. The difference after etching suggesting that small feature sizes are sensitive to fresh
developer, hence suggesting that 60 s continuous development cannot be compared with 60 s development
where new developer is added after 30 s. Further, sample A from series 2 after 15 s development time
repeated four times, shown in figure 15, can be compared with sample A from series 3, developed for
60 s, consisting of two 30 s puddles. Sample A from series 3, puddle developed repeatedly, is more
underdeveloped than sample A from series 3, puddle developed for 60 s at once.

It has not shown to be successful to reproduce results from series 2, as shown, sample A from series 3,
figure 30 and 29 do not show the same results in term of line contact size as sample C from series 2,
figure 8a and 9. However, only two samples with the same development conditions has been investigated,
which are not enough samples to draw any further conclusions.

In this series the samples were etched for 30 s. The depth of the line contacts vary between 25-28 nm,
see figure 29a (analogously as shown in figure 25a, 26a, 27a and 28a) – indicating the Al2O3 has been
etched through and slightly over etched. Consequently, 30 s etch time should be considered as being the
lower limit of etch time for etching the 25 nm Al2O3.
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6 General Discussion

Since the machines used for the optical lithography process are adapted for circular wafers with a 200
mm diameter, all samples were glued and taped by hand on support wafers. To decrease the impact of
the human error, gluing and taping the samples on support wafers should be standardized.

To ensure contact between the Mo and CIGS, it is preferable to do a slight over etch compared to under
etching, where the latter might not result in openings in the dielectric. Therefore, having a depth of the
line contacts measured to more than 25 nm is desired. Anyhow, too much over etching will result in too
large feature sizes in the final structure, since vertical etching is not feasible. The etch times used in the
experiments conducted were, 45 s, 20 s and 30 s. It was seen that for 20 s and 45 s etch time the depth of
the line contacts were ∼25 nm respectively ∼57 nm – suggesting that 45 s etch time is too long, whereas
20 s is too short to ensure fully opened line contacts. In the third experiment conducted – 5 Series 3 –
30 s etch time was used and the depth of the line contacts were measured to be 25-28 nm, indicating
the dielectric has been etched through. Anyhow, the AFM images only cover a small area of the sample,
and the depth of the line contacts are non-consistent within a scan size of ∼10x10 µm. In order to be
certain that the dielectric has been fully etched all over the sample, 30 s should be considered as a lower
etch time limit for future etching of 25 nm Al2O3. The difference in the depth of line contacts between
the 30 s and 20 s etched samples is remarkably small. Mo has a lower etch rate than Al2O3, although 10
s of etch would result in ∼9 nm etched in the Mo, according to the used etch rates in table 2. Implying
a large uncertainty in the etching process – possibly due to the human error when gluing the samples on
the support wafers. An alternative origin of uncertainty in the etching process is remaining photoresist
in the lines after development, i.e. underdevelopment. Photoresist’s etch rate are similar to the one of
Al2O3, as displayed in table 2.

If photoresist still remains in the lines after development, i.e. the sample has been underdeveloped,
the sample has to be etched for a longer time to create openings in the dielectric. In 5.1 Series 3
– Reproducibility Test and Development Conditions, line contacts with feature size smaller than the
resolution of the laser was successfully created. As discussed, the small line contacts were enabled due
to slight underdevelopment. The remainings of photoresist when underdeveloping is not uniform and
therefore the depth of the line contacts are not homogeneous. For further experiments, investigating the
reproducibility of such small line contacts, to ensure a fully etched dielectric the etch time should be
increased.

Creating line contacts with feature size smaller than the resolution of the laser is highly interesting, since
it can enable large passivated areas. Anyhow, underdevelopment as a technique is unreliable due to the
varying thickness of remaining photoresist in the lines. When over etching a sample – in order to ensure
openings – that has remaining photoresist in the lines, it will result in uneven depth and width of the
line contacts in the passivation layer. How uneven depth and width of line contacts in a rear contact
passivation layer will impact the efficiency of a ultra-thin solar cell is not known. Further, the problems
of over etch resulting in larger feature sizes, can result in openings of the line contacts to a extent where
the underdevelopment is pointless, i.e. line contacts as wide as exposed. The unreliability in result of an
underdeveloped sample demands a balance in the two procedures of underdevelopment and over etching.

In this project a significant amount of data has been produced, in the frame of the project not all data
has been analyzed. Further results of interest could be found and relevant conclusions be drawn.

6.1 Characterization Methods

No characterization method was decided on when commencing the experiments. As has been seen when
measuring the size of the line contacts, the measurements, done with different measurement techniques,
are inconsistent. Assuming that the AFM measurements are correct we have achieved the objective
in creating 800 nm and smaller feature sizes. However the AFM measurements do not conform with
SEM measurements. There are two possible explanations for this; i) line contacts are not uniform
over the field, and different areas of the field were probed by these very area-selective technologies;
ii) each technique has an associated error measurement which together and when compared provide
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for feature dimensions very different, even tough they might be similar. Measuring the same area of
sample with different measurement techniques is of interest to draw conclusions regarding uniformity and
measurement techniques. For more consistent experiments it is of importance to decide on a measurement
technique for characterization, and examine which measurement technique is the most accurate.

All measurements are impacted by human error, since the decision of feature boundaries are done by
hand in the appropriate software. Furthermore, the focus of SEM and optical microscope is adjusted by a
human operator. Although striving towards the same person doing all the measurements in a systematical
way, the difference in focus due to irregularities of the surface and height makes the measurements
troublesome. Since the optical microscope has the lowest resolution compared to AFM and SEM, its
range of measurement error is larger than for AFM and SEM. Even though SEM has a high resolution
its measurements are not as reliable due to the sample being tilted when measured. In addition, as
the passivation layer is dielectric the uncertainty of the SEM image is increased since the electrons
of the beam are not conducted away, resulting in a potential of the surface – which is observed as a
image saturation or over-exposure. The surface charge affects the incoming electron beam and leads to
instability and decreased detector efficiency [22].

7 Conclusions

The goal of creating 800 nm feature sized line contacts was achieved. Also, optimized intervals for
development times were determined. For photoresist thicknesses of 1035 nm and 600 nm the optimized
development time for 800 nm feature sized line contacts was 60 s.

7.1 Series 1 – Comparison of SLG/Mo and Si

The reflectivity at the given wavelength of the DWL, 405nm, is greater for the Si substrate than for the
SLG/Mo substrate. The layer of Al2O3 on the Si and SLG/Mo substrates is thin and basically transparent
and therefore the photoresist on the Si sample is more exposed than on the SLG/Mo sample, due to
double light pass effect, when using the same exposure conditions. Because of this, experiments and
optimization processes for SLG/Mo samples can not be conducted on Si samples, something that would
have been desirable as Si substrates are more accessible than SLG/Mo substrates. The NOA group has
previously assumed no differences between SLG/Mo and Si substrate in the optical lithography process.
Therefore, conclusions regarding different substrates used in optical lithographic processes, will influence
further laboratory work.

For the optical lithography process the current pre-set conditions, see Appendix B, were used. Anyhow,
the pre-set conditions are not optimized when using 1035 nm layer of photoresist. For a 600 nm layer
of photoresist on SLG/Mo sample the optical lithography process seems to be optimized for creating
line contacts with 800 nm feature size and pitch 2 µm respectively 4 µm. Empirically, it known that
thinner resists allow for a better focusing of the incoming light, allowing for smaller features, however,
the photoresist thicknesses 600 nm and 1035 nm are both very close to the final feature. Anyhow, this
empirical knowledge is based on larger feature sizes [17]. Independently of optical lithography process,
the pitch size of line contacts conform well with the desired pitch size. However, the feature size of the
line contacts is highly sensitive to variations in the optical lithography process.
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7.2 Series 2 – Development Conditions

An important conclusion that can be drawn from the data produced in this series is that the optimized
development time varies with the size of the features. Smaller feature size demands longer development
time, while larger features can be developed faster. The pre-set development conditions given in Ap-
pendix B, are adapted for larger feature sizes (> 4 µm). Further, development time intervals for when
different feature sizes result in well defined line contacts, establishes a process window for the optimized
development time. Since longer development time will result in larger line contacts – the optimized
development time will be close to the lower limit.

In this series characterization of samples indicate different results when using optical microscope, SEM
and AFM – implying that it would be of interest to standardize the characterization process. Further-
more, investigate with a more accurate method at the exact same spot for all characterization methods,
to determine what the data from different techniques imply in terms of measurements.

7.3 Series 3 – Reproducibility Test and Development Conditions

In this series line contacts processed by optical lithography as narrow as ∼400 nm have been observed
in AFM. This is based on credibility in AFM as characterization method to measure the width of the
lines at the bottom of the lines. Since the line contacts only consist of the area between CIGS and the
Mo were contact occurs – i.e. the areas where the Al2O3 has been etched completely off – the bottom
width would be the one describing the line contacts’ size. In the case a pitch of 2 µm, and an uniform
line pattern with 400 nm feature size, it would result in 80 % passivated area between the CIGS and the
rear contact, Mo.

The line contacts processed to be smaller than exposed, were produced by slight underdevelopment of
the sample. The idea of processing line contacts smaller than the resolution of the exposure, would be
interesting to research further, and challenge the idea of individual optimized conditions for the optical
lithographic process. Such result indicates that the conjugation exposure and development optimization
approach should be replaced by the optimization of exposure, development, and etching. Since small lines
is desired for application in passivation layers in ultra-thin solar cells, this series shows that optimization
in each lithographic step is not the best way to process the smallest features. However, how non uniform
size of the line contacts in a rear contact passivation layer would impact the performance of ultra-thin
solar cells is unknown, but would in principle not impact the function of the rear contact passivation
layer – as long as there is regular contacts between the CIGS and the Mo. Further, larger passivated
area is good for the performance of the solar cell [10]. Implying that a solar cell with a rear contact
passivation layer with varying size of line contacts of ∼400 nm (∼80 % passivated area), still would
perform better than a reference cell without a rear contact passivation layer, as long as there is regular
contacts through out the rear contact, i.e. no parts without line contacts.

The different results from 15 s development three times compared to 45 s continuous development,
as well as 15 s development four times compared to 60 s development with new developer after 30 s,
indicates that the differences between different development recipes should be taken in account in future
experiments. Further, it is indicated that one longer puddle development, removes resist in the middle
of the line more effectively than repeated puddles with the same total time.

The number of studied samples with the same optical lithography conditions are few, therefore no
reliable conclusion can be drawn concerning the reproducibility. To be able to draw any conclusions
about reproducibility a larger amount of samples with the same optical process must be researched.
Since errors, such as human error and machine errors occur during the entire process, reproducibility
test should both investigate many samples in the same series as well as series processed at different times.
Underlining that it is of importance to keeping all process steps the same. For series 3, the etch time
was increased with 10 s, compared to series 2, to be certain to etch through the Al2O3. However, this
change in parameters makes it challenging to compare the two series.
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8 Outlook

In the future the data produced in this project could be further analyzed to be able to draw conclusions
about development time intervals where different feature sizes results in the desired line contacts. Further,
the optical lithographic process is highly sensitive to impact by human error. To reduce the error is to
standardize the process. For instance; when placing a sample on a support wafer, a proposal is to make
marks for the placement of the samples on the support wafers used. For more reliable optical microscope
measurements, multiple lines across the samples should be measured and then averaged in a suitable way.
Further, the light intensity of the line contacts could be considered when doing measurements. In such
way the measurements are systematically done in the same way. Developing a software for measurements,
based on the light intensity from several line contacts, this can be done in an efficient and standardized
way.

The unexpected results with line contacts processed smaller than exposed, could also engage further
research – to conclude if, or not if, slight development is the underlying reason for the result. Because
the lines were produced with non optimized procedures, it would also be of interest to see if reproducible
results can be created. Further, line contacts of less than 700 nm processed with optical lithography
could be integrated in ultra-thin film solar cells to investigate the impact of uneven line contact size.

Since the steps of optical lithography are interconnected it is of interest to study variations of multiple
parameters and not only one, here development time. If processing the data by hand, only one parameter
should be varied and all other parameters must be determined in before hand to suit the experiments
conducted. Anyhow, processing data by hand is time consuming and only varying one parameter at once
is substrate consuming. Studies of variations of multiple parameters at once can be feasible with a better
design of experiment and if using a suitable software to process the data.

The results obtained in this thesis suggest a big change of paradigm on the NOA group procedure. Up to
now, the group used the Si optimized conditions in Mo substrates for any feature size. It was proven that
this approach is subpar as each substrate, and each feature size need their own optimization. Hence, we
propose that prior to any experiment a short optimization is made. Such procedure increases processing
time but provides for a much better certainty on the outcome. Furthermore, extremely small features can
be done by conventional optical lithography if the whole process (exposure, development and etching) is
studied as a whole.
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PS NO. PROCESS STEP PROCESS OVERVIEW PROCESS DETAILS NOTES / COMMENTS

1,1 Cutting SLG/molybdenium 
substrates

System: Not applicable
Engineer: Evelina Roxner, Rodrigo Ribeiro, Ronja 
Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]:  -
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190411

Substrates: C1, D1
Material: SLG/Molybdenium
SLG thickness: 1 mm
Moly thickness: 350 nm (bilayer)
Number of substrates: 2
Substrate size: 25x25 mm
Finishing: None
Other data: 13109-11

1,2 Silicon substrates System: Not applicable
Engineer: -

Substrates: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3
Material: Si
thickness: 725µm
Number of substrates: 6
Substrate size: 25x25 mm
Finishing: None

2,1 Substrate Cleaning System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister, Evelina Roxner
Machine time [hrs]: 0:25 
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:50 
Date completed: 20190411

Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Ultrasound with Acetone(10 min) + Blown with N2 + IPA(10 min)+Blown with N2  + 
H2O (5min)+ Blown with N2 

2,2 Sputter Deposit Al2O3 System: Singulus Timaris FTM (LIMS-ID 00000889) 
Engineer: Rodrigo Ribeiro
Machine time [hrs]: 0:15 
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:40 
Date completed: 20190411

Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Side to be processed: FS
Material to be deposited: Al2O3
Target thickness: 25 nm 
Recipe: INL MEMS Al2O3 25nm 

Blow with N2 before sputtering

2,3 Vapor Prime System: Vapor Prime Oven (LIMS-ID 00000915)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes 
Machine time [hrs]: 0:10
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190411

Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Program: #4
HMDS oven temp: 150ºC

3,1 Lithography PR AZ1505 
1035nm, 600nm

System: Multiple Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Side to be processed: FS

3,2 Spin Coating System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:20
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:50
Date completed: 20190411

Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Side to be processed: FS
Material to spin coat: Resist
Thickness: Multiple
Recipe: Multiple
Media: AZ1505

A1, A2, A3, C1:
Recipe: #4002, 1035 nm

B1, B2, B3, D1:
Recipe: #7001, 600nm

The samples were taped on the dummy wafer along all sides 
(NOT only in the corners). 
A1, A2, A3, C1:
Big margins. Uniform in the center. 

3,3 Exposure System: Heidelberg DWL 2000 (LIMS-ID 00000011)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:50 
Engineer time [hrs]: 1:30
Date completed: 20190412

Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Side to be processed: FS
Material to expose: Resist
Exposed material: ResistExp
Mask: NOA_RE_9fields
DWL polarity: Clear
Alignment: PR area
Total exposure time: 6 min 

According to otimized procedures for DWL: 
A1, A2, A3, C1 (PR thickness 1035nm):
Focus: 10
Intensity: 70%

According to otimized procedures for DWL: 
B1, B2, B3, D1 (PR thickness 600nm):
Focus: 0
Intensity: 70%

During development of B1 the optical tracker ran out of 
development. The machine was, at the time,  in teach mode 
so when the developer was refilled the developer continued 
the process. When the developer was refilled the pressure 
decreased and therefore the process continued 
uncontrollably. 

3,4 Development System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:50
Engineer time [hrs]: 1:30
Date completed: 20190412

Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Material to be removed: ResistExp
Recipe: Multiple
Media: AZ500K
Time: Multiple

A1, A2, A3, C1:
Recipe: #0996
Time: 30 s 

B1, B2, B3, D1: 
Recipe: #0002
Time: 60 s

3,5 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 2:45
Engineer time [hrs]: 2:45 
Date completed: 20190416

Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

photos of all samples

3,6 Scanning Electron 
Microscope

System: Scanning Probe Microscope- AFM Dimension 
Icon  (LIMS-ID 00000059)
Engineer: Pedro Salomé
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  1:15
Date completed: 20190418

Samples name: C1, D1

                       

4,1 Reactive Ion Etching System: SPTS ICP - Al and TiW Etcher  (LIMS-ID 
00000020)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:30
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:45 
Date completed: 20190422

Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Temperature glue: 75 deg 
Etchtime: 45 s  (based on Tomas's and Pedro's recommendation)
Recipe: Init Al Etch

4,2 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Evelina Roxner, Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]: 2:45
Engineer time [hrs]: 2:45 
Date completed: 20190422

Samples name: A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

photos of all samples

5,1 Resist Strip System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister, Evelina Roxner
Machine time [hrs]: 0:25 
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:30
Date completed: 20190423

Samples name: A3, B3, C1, D1
Ultrasound with Acetone(10 min) + Rinsed with H20 + Blown with N2 + Ultrasound 
with Acetone(10 min) + Rinsed with H20 + Blown with N2

5,2 Plasma Resist Strip - 
Resist Strip No T Control 
15min

System: PVA TEPLA Plasma Asher (00000022)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes 
Machine time [hrs]: 0:15 
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20 
Date completed: 20190423

Samples name: A3, B3, C1, D1
Material to be removed: ResistRun #: 10054
Recipe: Multiple

A3, D1: LowT_ResistStrip 13 min
B3, C1: LowT_ResistStrip 13 min + LowT_ResistStrip 6 min 

For B3 and C1 the photoresist did not vanish after 13 min of 
Plasma Asher treatment. Therefore and additional 6 minutes 
of Plasma Asher was done on sample B3 and C1. 

5,3 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Evelina Roxner, Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]: 2:45
Engineer time [hrs]: 2:45 
Date completed: 20190424

Samples name: A3, B3, C1, D1
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

5,4 Atomic Force Microscopy System: Scanning Probe Microscope- AFM Dimension 
Icon  (LIMS-ID 00000059)
Engineer: Miguel José Cunha 
Machine time [hrs]: 2:30
Engineer time [hrs]:  2:00
Date completed: 20190426

Samples name: A3, C1, D1
Inspection sites: Field #1, #2, #7, #9 on each sample
Scan size: 10mum
Scan rate: 1Hz   
Scan angles: 0
X Offset: 0
Y Offset: 0     
Mode: Tapping mode   
                       

D1
D1_1: D1.000, wierd heights in Al2O3
            D1.002, retake, systematicly higher in Al2O3, probably PR
D1_2: D1.001
D1_7: D1.003, D1.004 (Scan size:5mum)
D1_9: D1.005 (Scan size 5mum), D1.006 (Scan Size 5mum)

B3
B3_1: B3.000

Runsheet - Comparison of Si & SLG/Mo



PS NO. PROCESS STEP PROCESS OVERVIEW PROCESS DETAILS NOTES / COMMENTS

1,1 Cutting SLG/molybdenium 
substrates

System: Not applicable
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]:  -
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190429

Substrates: 1
Material: SLG/Molybdenium
SLG thickness: 2 mm
Moly thickness: 350 nm (bilayer)
Number of substrates: 1
Substrate size: 25x25 mm
Finishing: None
Other data: - 

1,2 Substrate Cleaning System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]:  0:25
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:30
Date completed: 20190430

Samples name: 1
Ultrasound with Acetone(10 min) + Blown with N2 + IPA(10 min)+Blown with N2  + 
H2O (5min)+ Blown with N2 

2,1 Sputter Deposit Al2O3 System: Singulus Timaris FTM (LIMS-ID 00000889) 
Engineer: Marco Alberto
Machine time [hrs]: 0:15
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:30
Date completed: 20190502

Samples name: 1
Side to be processed: FS
Material to be deposited: Al2O3
Target thickness: 25 nm 
Recipe: INL Spintronics Al2O3 25nm 

2,2 Vapor Prime System: Vapor Prime Oven (LIMS-ID 00000915)
Engineer: Guy from Lithobay
Machine time [hrs]: 0:07
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190502

Samples name: 1
Program: #4
HMDS oven temp: 150ºC

3,1 Lithography PR AZ1505 
1035nm, 600nm

System: Multiple
Engineer: 

Samples name: 1
Side to be processed: FS

3,2 Spin Coating System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:06
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:15
Date completed: 20190503

Samples name: 1
Side to be processed: FS
Material to spin coat: Resist
Thickness: 600nm
Recipe #7001
Media: AZ1505
Recipe steps: Coating 

3,3 Exposure System: Heidelberg DWL 2000 (LIMS-ID 00000011)
Engineer: Rodrigo Riberio
Machine time [hrs]: 0:07
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:08
Date completed: 20190503

Samples name: 1
Side to be processed: FS
Material to expose: Resist
Exposed material: ResistExp
Mask: NOA_RE_Mo_1035
DWL polarity: Clear
Alignment: PR area
Total exposure time: 6 min 
Multiple exposure: No

According to otimized procedures for DWL: 
1  (PR thickness 600nm):
Focus: -10
Intensity: 60%

3,4 Development System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer:
Machine time [hrs]: 0:10
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190503

Samples name: 1
Material to be removed: ResistExp
Recipe: #0002
Media:AZ500K
Time: 60s

3,5 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Evelina Roxner
Machine time [hrs]: 0:15
Engineer time [hrs]:  0:15
Date completed: 20190503

Samples name: 1
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

4,1 Reactive Ion Etching System: SPTS ICP - Al and TiW Etcher  (LIMS-ID 
00000020)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:10
Engineer time [hrs]:  0:20
Date completed: 20190506

Samples name: 1 
Temperature glue: 75 deg 
Etchtime: 20 s based on etchrates (171,4 nm/min for Al2O3/Mo and 53,1nm/min for 
Mo)
Recipe: Init Al Etch

5,1 Resist Strip System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister, Evelina Roxner
Machine time [hrs]:  0:20
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:25
Date completed: 20190506

Samples name: 1
Ultrasound with Acetone(10 min) + Rinsed with H20 + Blown with N2 + Acetone(10 
min) + Rinsed with H20 + Blown with N2 

5,2 Plasma Resist Strip - 
Resist Strip No T Control 
15min

System: PVA TEPLA Plasma Asher (00000022)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:13
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:15
Date completed: 20190507

Samples name: 1
Material to be removed: ResistRun #: 10054
Recipe: LowT_ResistStrip 13 min

5,3 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]: 0:15
Engineer time [hrs]:  0:15
Date completed: 20190507

Samples name: 1
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

5,4 Atomic Force Microscopy System: Scanning Probe Microscope- AFM Dimension 
Icon  (LIMS-ID 00000059)
Engineer: Miguel José Cunha 
Machine time [hrs]: 0:15
Engineer time [hrs]:  0:20
Date completed: 20190517

Samples name: 1
Inspection sites: Field #1
Scan size: 10mum
Scan rate: 1Hz   
Scan angles: 0
X Offset: 0
Y Offset: 0     
Mode: Tapping mode   
 
1_1: 1.000    

Runsheet - Development Conditions, Sample 1

Verified by 



PS NO. PROCESS STEP PROCESS OVERVIEW PROCESS DETAILS NOTES / COMMENTS

1,1 Cutting SLG/molybdenium 
substrates

System: Not applicable
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]:  -
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190429

Substrates: E, F
Material: SLG/Molybdenium
SLG thickness: 2 mm
Moly thickness: 350 nm (bilayer)
Number of substrates: 2
Substrate size: 25x25 mm
Finishing: None
Other data: -

1,2 Substrate Cleaning System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister, Evelina Roxner
Machine time [hrs]:  0:25
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:35 
Date completed: 20190502

Samples name: E, F
Ultrasound with Acetone (10 min) + Blown with N2 + IPA (10 min)+Blown with N2 
 + H2O (5min) + Blown with N2 

2,1 Sputter Deposit Al2O3 System: Singulus Timaris FTM (LIMS-ID 00000889) 
Engineer: Marco Alberto
Machine time [hrs]: 0:10
Engineer time [hrs]: 2:00
Date completed: 20190502

Samples name: E, F
Side to be processed: FS
Material to be deposited: Al2O3
Target thickness: 25 nm 
Recipe: INL Spintronics Al2O3 25nm 

2,2 Vapor Prime System: Vapor Prime Oven (LIMS-ID 00000915)
Engineer: Guy from Lithobay
Machine time [hrs]: 0:20
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190502

Samples name: E, F
Program: #4
HMDS oven temp: 150ºC

3,1 Lithography PR AZ1505 
1035nm, 600nm

System: Multiple Samples name: E, F
Side to be processed: FS

3,2 Spin Coating System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]: 1:00
Date completed: 20190503

Samples name: E,F
Side to be processed: FS
Material to spin coat: Resist
Thickness: 1035nm
Recipe: Recipe 4002
Media: AZ1505
Recipe steps: Coating 

3,6 Exposure System: Heidelberg DWL 2000 (LIMS-ID 00000011)
Engineer: Rodrigo Riberio 
Machine time [hrs]: 0:30
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:45
Date completed F: 20190503
Date completed E: 20190506

Samples name: E, F
Side to be processed: FS
Material to expose: Resist
Exposed material: ResistExp
Mask: NOA_RE_Mo_1035
DWL polarity: Clear
Alignment: PR area
Total exposure time: 6 min 

According to otimized procedures for DWL: 
E, F  (PR thickness 1035nm):
Focus: 10
Intensity: 70%

Sample E was dropped and will not continue the journey.

3,7 Development System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 00:20
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:45
Date completed F: 20190503
Date completed E: 20190506

Samples name: (E), F
Material to be removed: ResistExpMedia: AZ500K
F: 
Recipe:  #3002 - AZ1505 8 inch, Time: 150 s
E: 
Recipe: #3007 - AZ1505 8 inch, Time: 240 s

F: Still underdeveloped after 150 s

3,8 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Evelina Roxner and Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]: 0:30
Engineer time [hrs]:  0:30
Date completed F: 20190503
Date completed E: 20190506

Samples name: E, F
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

photos of all samples

4,1 Reactive Ion Etching System: SPTS ICP - Al and TiW Etcher  (LIMS-ID 
00000020)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:20
Engineer time [hrs]:  0:40
Date completed: 20190506

Sample: E, F
Etchtime: 20 s based on etchrates (171,4 nm/min for Al2O3/Mo and 53,1nm/min for 
Mo)
Recipe: Init Al Etch

Rinse with H20 and blown with N2 after etching. 

5,1 Resist Strip System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister, Evelina Roxner
Machine time [hrs]:  0:25
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:30
Date completed: 20190507

Samples name: E, F
Ultrasound with Acetone(10 min) + Rinsed with H20 + Blown with N2 + Acetone(10 
min) + Rinsed with H20 + Blown with N2 

5,2 Plasma Resist Strip - 
Resist Strip No T Control 
15min

System: PVA TEPLA Plasma Asher (00000022)
Engineer: 
Machine time [hrs]: 0:13
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:15
Date completed: 20190507

Samples name: E, F
Material to be removed: ResistRun #: 10054
Recipe: LowT_ResistStrip 13 min

5,4 Atomic Force Microscopy System: Scanning Probe Microscope- AFM Dimension 
Icon  (LIMS-ID 00000059)
Engineer: Miguel José Cuhna 
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  1:00
Date completed: 20190507

Samples name: E, F
Inspection sites: Field
Scan size: 10mum
Scan rate: 1Hz   
Scan angles: 0
X Offset: 0
Y Offset: 0                            

Looked  at:
E (240s) – field #1 (0.8, 2) & field #3 (0.6, 2) & field #7 (0.6, 2)
F (150s) – field #1 (0.8, 2) & field #4 (0.7, 2)

F1.000 field #1, 10mum. Looks good. Bended. No 
sidewalls
F1.001 field #4 Looks good. Bended. No sidewalls

E.000 field #1. Bended, gets worse and worse, lines not 
uniform
E.001 field #1 Rotated and perfect. Not bended.
E.002 field #3 Rotated
E.003 field #7 Rotated

5,3 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  1:00
Date completed: 20190507

Samples name: E, F
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

photos of all samples

Runsheet - Development Conditions, Sample E & F



PS NO. PROCESS STEP PROCESS OVERVIEW PROCESS DETAILS NOTES / COMMENTS

1,1 Cutting SLG/molybdenium 
substrates

System: Not applicable
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]:  -
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190424

Substrates: A, B, C, D
Material: SLG/Molybdenium
SLG thickness: 2 mm
Moly thickness: 350 nm (bilayer)
Number of substrates: 4
Substrate size: 25x25 mm
Finishing: None
Other data:  -

1,2 Substrate Cleaning System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister, Evelina Roxner
Machine time [hrs]:  0:25
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:30
Date completed: 20190424

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Ultrasound with Acetone(10 min) + Blown with N2 + IPA(10 min)+Blown with N2  + 
H2O (5min)+ Blown with N2 

2,1 Sputter Deposit Al2O3 System: Singulus Timaris FTM (LIMS-ID 00000889) 
Engineer: Rodrigo Riberio
Machine time [hrs]: 0:10
Engineer time [hrs]: 2:00
Date completed: 20190426

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Side to be processed: FS
Material to be deposited: Al2O3
Target thickness: 25 nm 
Recipe: INL MEMS Al2O3 25nm 

2,2 Vapor Prime System: Vapor Prime Oven (LIMS-ID 00000915)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:20
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190429

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Program: #4
HMDS oven temp: 150ºC

3,1 Lithography PR AZ1505 
1035nm, 600nm

System: Multiple Samples name: A, B, C, D
Side to be processed: FS

3,2 Spin Coating System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]: 1:00
Date completed: 20190429

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Side to be processed: FS
Material to spin coat: Resist
Thickness: 1035nm
Recipe: #4002
Media: AZ1505
Recipe steps: Coating 

3,3 Exposure System: Heidelberg DWL 2000 (LIMS-ID 00000011)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:30
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:45
Date completed: 20190429

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Side to be processed: FS
Material to expose: Resist
Exposed material: ResistExp
Mask: NOA_RE_Mo_1035
DWL polarity: Clear
Alignment: PR area
Total exposure time: 6 min 
Multiple exposure: No

According to otimized procedures for DWL: 
A, B, C, D  (PR thickness 1035nm):
Focus: 10
Intensity: 70%

3,4 Development System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]: 1:30
Date completed: 20190430

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Material to be removed: ResistExpMedia: AZ500K

A: 
Recipe: #0995 Lswing 15s development 8 inch AZ400K, #0996 LSwing 30s 
development 8 inch AZ400K) 
Time: 15s + 15s +  15s + 15s + 15s + 30s + 30s

B: Recipe: #0996 Lswing 30s development 8 inch AZ400K, Recipe: #0995 Lswing 
15s development 8 inch AZ400K
Time: 30 s + 15s + 30s

C: 
Recipe: #0002 60s development AZ1505 8 inch
Time: 60 s
 
D: 
Recipe: #1020 90s development 8 inch AZ400K 
Time: 90 s

A: 
Still underdeveloped after 30 s, 45s, 60s & 75s. After 105 s 
some fields are still underdeveloped. 135 s

B: 
After 30 s development it is underdeveloped still. Therefore 
we added another 30 s 

3,5 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: 
Machine time [hrs]: 2:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  2:00
Date completed: 20190430

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

photos of all samples

4,1 Reactive Ion Etching System: SPTS ICP - Al and TiW Etcher  (LIMS-ID 
00000020)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:10
Engineer time [hrs]:  0:40
Date completed: 20190502 

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Temperature glue: 75 deg 
Etchtime: 20 s based on etchrates(171,4 nm/min for Al2O3/Mo and 53,1nm/min for 
Mo)
Recipe: Init Al Etch

Rinse with H20 and blown with N2 after etching. 

4,2 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Evelina Roxner, Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  1:00
Date completed: 20190502

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

photos of all samples

5,1 Resist Strip System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister, Evelina Roxner
Machine time [hrs]:  0:20
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:25
Date completed: 20190502

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Ultrasound with Acetone(10 min) + Rinsed with H20 + Blown with N2 + Acetone(10 
min) + Rinsed with H20 + Blown with N2 

5,2 Plasma Resist Strip - 
Resist Strip No T Control 
15min

System: PVA TEPLA Plasma Asher (00000022)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 00:13
Engineer time [hrs]: 00:16
Date completed: 20190502

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Material to be removed: ResistRun #: 10054
Recipe: LowT_ResistStrip 13 min

5,3 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Evelina Roxner, Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  1:00
Date completed: 20190502

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

photos of all samples

5,4 Atomic Force Microscopy System: Scanning Probe Microscope- AFM Dimension 
Icon  (LIMS-ID 00000059)
Engineer: Miguel José Cunha 
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  1:00
Date completed: 20190507

Samples name: C, D
Inspection sites: Field 
Scan size: 10mum
Scan rate: 1Hz   
Scan angles: 0
X Offset: 0
Y Offset: 0  
Mode: Tapping mode   
                       
Looked at
C (60s) – field #1 (0.8-2)
D (90s) – field #4 (0.7-2) & field #1 (0.8, 2)

C.000 field #1. Blue and red line are not the same. Bended. 
Some sidewalls. Not good. 
C.001 field #1. Not bended. Some sidewalls + noise or 
remains of something
C.002 field #1. Rotated. Sidewalls for sure

D.000 field #1Blue and red line are not the same. Noise, 
Sidewalls (very high). Something is inside the trenches. 
Bended
D.001 field #4 Not Bended. Some noise/sidewalls. 
  

5,5 Scanning Electron 
Microscope

System: Scanning Probe Microscope- AFM Dimension 
Icon  (LIMS-ID 00000059)
Engineer: Pedro Salomé
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  1:15
Date completed:20190510

Samples name:  C, F
Inspection: Cross section 

Runsheet - Development Conditions, Sample A, B, C, D



PS NO. PROCESS STEP PROCESS OVERVIEW PROCESS DETAILS NOTES / COMMENTS

1,1 Cutting SLG/molybdenium 
substrates

System: Not applicable
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]:  -
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190506

Substrates: A, B, C, D
Material: SLG/Molybdenium
SLG thickness: 2 mm
Moly thickness: 350 nm (bilayer)
Number of substrates: 4
Substrate size: 25x25 mm
Finishing: None
Other data: -

1,2 Substrate Cleaning System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Evelina Roxner, Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]:  0:25
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:30
Date completed: 20190506

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Ultrasound with Acetone(10 min) + Blown with N2 + IPA(10 min)+Blown with N2  + 
H2O (5min)+ Blown with N2 

2,1 Sputter Deposit Al2O3 System: Singulus Timaris FTM (LIMS-ID 00000889) 
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 0:15
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:30
Date completed: 20190506

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Side to be processed: FS
Material to be deposited: Al2O3
Target thickness: 25 nm 
Recipe: INL Spintronics Al2O3 25nm 

2,2 Vapor Prime System: Vapor Prime Oven (LIMS-ID 00000915)
Engineer: 
Machine time [hrs]: 0:07
Engineer time [hrs]: 0:20
Date completed: 20190508

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Program: #4
HMDS oven temp: 150ºC

3,1 Lithography PR AZ1505 
1035nm, 600nm

System: Multiple
Engineer: 

3,2 Spin Coating System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 
Engineer time [hrs]: 
Date completed: 20190508

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Side to be processed: FS
Material to spin coat: Resist
Thickness: 1035nm
Recipe: #4002
Media: AZ1505
Recipe steps: Coating 

When tejping the sample to the dummywafer sample B was 
accidently tejped on a major part right of the notch. 

3,4 Exposure System: Heidelberg DWL 2000 (LIMS-ID 00000011)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]: 1:00
Date completed: 20190509

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Side to be processed: FS
Material to expose: Resist
Exposed material: ResistExp
Mask: NOA_RE_Mo_1035
DWL polarity: Clear
Alignment: PR area
Total exposure time: 6 min 

According to otimized procedures for DWL: 
A  (PR thickness 1035):
Focus: 10
Intensity: 70%

3,5 Development System: Karl Suss Optical Track (LIMS-ID 00000909)
Engineer:
Machine time [hrs]: 0:45
Engineer time [hrs]: 1:00
Date completed: 20190509

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Material to be removed: ResistExp
Recipe: Multiple, 8 inch
Media:AZ500K
Time: Multiple

A: 
Recipe: #0002, Time: 60s
B:
Recipe: #1020, Time: 90s
D:
Recipe: #3002, Time: 150s 
C:
Recipe: #1027, Time: 45s 

D was dropped on the ground before development. 

3,6 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Evelina Roxner, Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  1:00
Date completed: 20190509

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

photos of all samples

4,1 Reactive Ion Etching System: SPTS ICP - Al and TiW Etcher  (LIMS-ID 
00000020)
Engineer: Tomás Lopes
Machine time [hrs]: 
Engineer time [hrs]:  
Date completed: 20190510

Samples name: 
Temperature glue: 75 deg 
Etchtime: 30 s based on etchrates(171,4 nm/min for Al2O3/Mo and 53,1nm/min for 
Mo)
Recipe: Init Al Etch

5,1 Resist Strip System: Wet Bench 1
Engineer: Ronja Baumeister, Evelina Roxner
Machine time [hrs]:  
Engineer time [hrs]: 
Date completed: 20190510

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Ultrasound with Acetone(10 min) + Rinsed with H20 + Blown with N2 + 

5,2 Plasma Resist Strip - 
Resist Strip No T Control 
15min

System: PVA TEPLA Plasma Asher (00000022)
Engineer: 
Machine time [hrs]: 
Engineer time [hrs]: 
Date completed: 20190510

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Material to be removed: ResistRun #: 10054
Recipe: LowT_ResistStrip 13 min

5,3 Optical Inspection System: Optical Microscope Nikon Eclipse L200N 
(LIMS-ID 00000911 or 00000912)
Engineer: Evelina Roxner, Ronja Baumeister
Machine time [hrs]: 
Engineer time [hrs]:  
Date completed: 20190510

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Magnification: Multiple (x5/x100)                                          
Inspection sites: All nine fields on each sample                                     
Monitor alignment: No 

photos of all samples

5,4 Atomic Force Microscopy System: Scanning Probe Microscope- AFM Dimension 
Icon  (LIMS-ID 00000059)
Engineer: Miguel José Cunha 
Machine time [hrs]: 2:30
Engineer time [hrs]:  2:00
Date completed: 20190516

Samples name: A, B, C, D
Inspection sites: Field
Scan size: 10mum
Scan rate: 1Hz   
Scan angles: 0
X Offset: 0
Y Offset: 0     
Mode: Tapping mode   

A
A_2: LS_A.000

B
B_5: LS_B.003
B_3: LS_B.000
B_2: LS_B.001
B_6: LS_B.002

C
C_2: LS_C.000
C_5: LS_C001

D
5,5 Scanning Electron 

Microscope
System: Scanning Probe Microscope- AFM Dimension 
Icon  (LIMS-ID 00000059)
Engineer: Pedro Salomé
Machine time [hrs]: 1:00
Engineer time [hrs]:  1:15
Date completed: 20190517

Samples name: B, C, D
Inspection sites: Cross section 

                       

Runsheet - Reproducibility Test and Development Conditions

 



B Pre-set Conditions for DWL Appendix

Figure 31: Optimized DWL and development conditions

C AFM

Figure 32: SEM image of the tip used for AFM measurements.
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D Series 1 – Comparison of SLG/Mo and Si Appendix

(a) Sample A1 (b) Sample A2 (c) Sample A3

Figure 33: Optical microscope image of samples A1, A2, and A3 after etching – Si/Al2O3/1035 nm
photoresist, field 1 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Optical lithographic process as described in
pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

(a) Sample B1 (b) Sample B2 (c) Sample B3

Figure 34: Optical microscope image of samples B1, B2, and B3 after etching – Si/Al2O3/600 nm
photoresist, field 1 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Optical lithographic process as described in
pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

(a) After development (b) After resist strip

Figure 35: Optical microscope image of sample B3 after development, and resist strip – Si/Al2O3/600nm
nm photoresist, field 1 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Optical lithographic process as described
in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

D.1 Relative Reflectance

The UV/VI/SNIR Spectrometer was calibrated according to barium sulfide, the reference substance.
A SLG/Mo 25x25 mm sample was placed in the spectrometer and the relative total reflectance was
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measured for wavelength between 325 nm to 1105 nm with 10 nm steps. The experiment was repeated
with an Si 25x25 mm sample. Figure 36 was plotted based on measurements and it can be concluded
that Si has higher reflection rate than SLG/Mo.
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Figure 36: Relative total reflectance of SLG/Mo, and Si relative to Barium Sulfide.

E Series 2 – Development Conditions

(a) After development (b) After resist strip

Figure 37: Optical microscope image of sample D after development, and after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 3 and field – 600 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. De-
veloped for 90 s. Optical lithographic process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix
B.

Images of field 3 (desired feature size 600 nm and pitch size 2 µm) with line contacts from sample D
taken with the optical microscope are shown in figure 37a and 37b. In figure 37a, an image taken after
development, stains and an uneven color in the line contact pattern can be observed indicating the sample
has been underdeveloped. In figure 37b, taken after resist strip, no pattern of line contacts remains.
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(a) After development (b) After resist strip

Figure 38: Optical microscope image of sample D after development, and after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 4 and field – 700 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. De-
veloped for 90 s. Optical lithographic process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix
B.

(a) After development (b) After resist strip

Figure 39: Optical microscope image of sample C after development, and after resist strip –
SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm photoresist, field 4 and field – 700 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. De-
veloped for 90 s. Optical lithographic process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix
B.

Sample D (90 s development), see figure 38, has more well defined openings of the line contacts compared
to sample C (60 s development), see figure 39.
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E.1 Line contacts for different development times

(a) Sample C, development 60 s (b) Sample D, development 90 s

(c) Sample F, development 150 s (d) Sample E, development 240 s

Figure 40: Optical microscope images of samples C, D, E, and F after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035
nm photoresist – 600 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Varying development times. Optical lithographic
process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

(a) Sample C, development 60 s (b) Sample D, development 90 s

(c) Sample F, development 150 s (d) Sample E, development 240 s

Figure 41: Optical microscope images of samples C, D, E, and F after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035
nm photoresist – 700 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Varying development times. Optical lithographic
process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.
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(a) Sample C, development 60 s (b) Sample D, development 90 s

(c) Sample F, development 150 s (d) Sample E, development 240 s

Figure 42: Optical microscope images of samples C, D, E, and F after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035
nm photoresist – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 2 µm. Varying development times. Optical lithographic
process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

(a) Sample C, development 60 s (b) Sample D, development 90 s

(c) Sample F, development 150 s (d) Sample E, development 240 s

Figure 43: Optical microscope images of samples C, D, E, and F after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035
nm photoresist – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 4 µm. Varying development times. Optical lithographic
process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.
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F Series 3 – Reproducibility Test and Development Conditions

(a) Middle left of the field with magnification 50x (b) Middle upper part of field with magnification 100x

(c) Middle left of the field with magnification 100x (d) Middle right, with 500x magnification

Figure 44: Optical microscope images of sample C after after resist strip – SLG/Mo/Al2O3/1035 nm
photoresist, field 5 – 800 nm line contacts with pitch 4 µm. Developed for 45 s. Optical lithographic
process as described in pre-set conditions of DWL, see Appendix B.

Table 4: Simplified table of development recipes for 15 s, 45 s and 60 s development. Differences between
them are marked with bold text. The major difference is that 60 s development consists of two 30 s
puddle development steps, while 45 s uses one 45 s puddle. Further, 15 s recipe are more aggressive than
45 s and 60 s development, and the 60 s development rotates slightly slower than the other two after the
puddle.

Development recepies
Step 15 s 45 s 60 s
1 3 s rinse, 800 rpm 3 s rinse, 800 rpm 3 s rinse, 800 rpm
2 2 s puddle, 800 rpm 2 s puddle, 800 rpm 2 s puddle, 800 rpm
3 2 s puddle, 35 rpm 2 s puddle, 35 rpm 2 s puddle, 35 rpm
4 2 s puddle, -10 rpm 2 s puddle, 10 rpm 2 s puddle, 10 rpm

5 15 s with puddle, 0 rpm 45 s with puddle, 0 rpm 30 s with puddle, 0 rpm,
repeated once from step 2

6 10 s rinse, 800 rpm 10 s rinse, 800 rpm 10 s rinse, 600 rpm
7 10 s rinse, 1000 rpm 10 s rinse, 1000 rpm 10 s rinse, 1000 rpm
8 10 s, 4000 rpm 10 s, 4000 rpm 10 s, 4000 rpm
9 20 s, 4000 rpm 20 s, 4000 rpm 20 s, 4000 rpm

3 s, 0 rpm 3 s, 0 rpm 3 s, 0 rpm
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G Images of 2D mapping of AFM

Figure 45: Series 1. Sample D, field 1. AFM mapping of a ∼10 µm x 10 µm surface of sample depicted
in an image.

Figure 46: Series 2. Sample C, field 4. AFM mapping of a ∼10 µm x 10 µm surface of sample depicted
in an image.
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Figure 47: Series 2. Sample C, field 1. AFM mapping of a ∼10 µm x 10 µm surface of sample depicted
in an image.

Figure 48: Series 2. Sample F, field 1. AFM mapping of a ∼10 µm x 10 µm surface of sample depicted
in an image.
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Figure 49: Series 3. Sample A, fiel 2. AFM mapping of a ∼10 µm x 10 µm surface of sample depicted
in an image.

Figure 50: Series 3. Sample C, field 5. First AFM mapping of a ∼10 µm x 10 µm surface of sample
depicted in an image.
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Figure 51: Series 3. Sample C, field 5. Second AFM mapping of a ∼10 µm x 10 µm surface of sample
depicted in an image.

Figure 52: Series 3. Sample C, field 2. First AFM mapping of a ∼10 µm x 10 µm surface of sample
depicted in an image.
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Figure 53: Series 3. Sample C, field 2. Second AFM mapping of a ∼10 µm x 10 µm surface of sample
depicted in an image.
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